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AND OTHER CLASSES OVER R
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Abstract. We improve results of Marczewski, Frankiewicz, Brown, and others comparing the tr-ideals
of measure zero, meager, Marc'Zewski measure zero, and completely Ramsey null sets; in particular, we
remove CH from the hypothesis of many of Brown's constructions of sets lying in some of these ideals
but not in others. We improve upon work of Marczewski by constructing, without CH. a nonmeasurable
Marczewski measure zero set lacking the property of Baire. We extend our analysis of tr-ideals to include
the completely Ramsey null sets relative to a Ramsey ultrafilter and obtain all 32 possible examples of sets
in some ideals and not others, some under the assumption of MA, but most in ZFC alone. We also im
prove upon the known constructions of a Marczewski measure zero set which is not Ramsey by using a
set theoretic hypothesis which is weaker than those used by other authors. We give several consistency
proofs: one concerning the relative sizes of the covering numbers for the meager sets and the completely
Ramsey null sets; another concerning the size of non(CR~); and a third concerning the size of add(CR~).
We also study those classes of perfect scts which are bases for the class of always first category sets.

§O. Introduction: This paper extends the work of Frankiewicz, et al. [AFP]
and 1. Brown [BJ comparing the O'-ideals of measure zero (20 ), meager ($),
Marczewski measure zero ((s)o), and completely Ramsey null (CRo) sets of reals.
The fact that !to and $ provide very different notions of "smallness" (there are
meager nonmeasurable sets and measure zero sets lacking the propety of Baire; see
[0]) is an observation made in a first course in measure theory. Similarly, in this
paper we will show that the four notiQns of smallness given by these four a-ideals
are all quite different; in particular, we will construct numerous examples of sets
lying in some of these a-ideals but not in any pf the O'-algebras corresponding to
the remaining O'-ideals. We will denote the fotr corresponding a-algebras by 2
(Lebesgue measurable sets), Bw (sets having the pr"Perty of Baire), (8) (Marczewski
measurable sets), and CR (completely Ramsey sets).
In [Ma2], Marczewski introduces the classes (8) and (8)0 and gives examples of
sets in 20\(s) and $\(8). Moreover, he observes that, assuming CH, (8)0\2 u Bw
=1= 0, using the union of a Luzin set and a Sierpinski set as his example. In this
paper, we construct 2 in ZFC sets in (8)0 \2 and in (8)0 \Bw (see §3).
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1 The res)llts of §3 of this paper were presented at the S45th meeting of the American Mathematical
Society, October 28-29,1988, in Lawrence, KS.
2Walsh [W2] has also observed this; see §3. For an application of this result, see [BP].
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In [AFP], Frankiewicz, et al. show that CRo \(s) ¥ 0, and, assuming an axiom
weaker than MA, that (s)o\CR ¥ 0. In [B], Brown shows that for each ideal J in
/JIJ = {JiO,.:>f;(s)o,CR o}, there is a set X EJ which is not in any of the three (J
algebras corresponding to the other three (J-ideals in /JIJ; and that for every group
of three (J-ideals in /!JJ, there is a set in their intersection which is not in the (J-algebra
corresponding to the fourth a.-ideal in /JIJ. Many of his constructions, however,
involve Cll; in particular, those examples which require the existence of a set in
(s)o \ CR, (s)o \2, or (s)o\B w. Using our examples of sets in (s)o \!l! and (s)o \Bw, we
eliminate Cll from the hypothesis in several of Brown's constructions. Of the 16
possible examples of sets in the intersection of a subcollection of .c!lJ not in the other
(J-algebras, we produce 12 in ZFC alone and the other four under the assumption
that (s)o\CR ¥ 0. We do not have a ZFC example 3 of a set in (s)o\CR; however,
we improve upon the known constructions of such sets by using as an extra hy
pothesis an axiom which is weaker than those used by other authors (namely,
Brown in [B] and Reclaw in [AFP]).
In [Ms], Mathias introduced the (J-ideal ((J-algebra) of completely Ramsey null
(completely Ramsey) sets relative to a Ramsey ultrafilter otJ, to be denoted by CR~
(CR"It). In many ways these classes are better behaved than CRo and CR (see §4);
thus it is natural to carry out an analysis similar to that described above, replacing
CR and CRo with CR"It and CR~. Compelled by curiosity, however, we were led
to such an analysis involving all five of the (J-ideals
, Bw, (s)o, CRo, and CR~;
we obtain examples for all 32 cases, although four of these are constructed as
suming MA.
The paper is organized as follows: In §1 we state basic definitions and facts; we
also present Miller's proof of the fact 4 that adding a Cohen real forces the set of
ground model functions in roW to have strong measure zero (we use this in §2). In
§2, we prove basic facts about the classes CR and CRo; we formulate the axiom
we use to construct (in §3) a set in (s)o \ CR; this axiom leads us into a brief study
of several ideals related to CR o, a couple of consistency results, and an analysis
of bases for always first category s,ets. In §3, we give our constructions of sets in
(s)o \ 5£', (s)o \Bw, and, assuming the axiom described in §2, (s)o \ CR, along with sev
eral generalizations; we conclude with a chart giving brief descriptions of each of
the 16 constructions. Finally, §4 is devoted to carrying out this kind of analysis
using all five (J-ideals; we give several consistency results to highlight differences
between CRo and CR~; we conclude with a chart giving brief descriptions of the
32 constructions. Ten open problems are stated in the course of the paper.
Let me close this introduction by gratefully acknowledging A. Blass, J. Brown,
ll. Judah, and A. W. Miller for several helpful discussions on the topics of this
paper, and the referee for calling attention to a couple of incorrect proofs in the
original draft

3In [el], I claimed to have such an example; the construction, however, was erroneous.
4See p. 155 of [L] where a result of this kind is mentioned.
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§1. Preliminaries. In this section we state the basic definitions and facts required
for the rest of the paper. Although most of our work will take place in the space
[wr', some results will hold in arbitrary perfect Polish spaces; we begin the section
in this more general setting.
Perfect Polish spaces. A topological space is a perJect Polish space if it is a com
plete separable metric space without isolated points; see [M]. Any two perfect
Polish spaces are Borel isomorphic [M, 1GA]. Moreover, if X and Yare perfect
Polish spaces, there is a Borel isomorphism J: X -+ Y such that J maps the class
of meager sets in X onto those of Y (see [G]); such an J will be called category
preserving.

A subset of perfect Polish space is called Bernstein dense (or simply a Bernstein
set) if both it and its complement meet every perfect set. More generally, if X is a
perfect Polish space and S ~ X, a set B ~ S is called a Bernstein set relative to S
(or simply a Bernstein subset oj S) if both Band S\B meet every subset of S which
is perfect in X. Note that a Bernstein set must be non measurable with respect to
any finite continuous Borel measure and must lack the property of Baire (defined
below).
Let X be a perfect Polish space. For each K, Wl :$; K :$; C, a set L ~ X is K-Luzin
if ILl :2: K and for all meager sets M ~ X, IL n MI < K; an w1-Luzin set is called
simply a Luzin set. Note that K-Luzin sets are nonmeager and have measure zero
relative to every finite continuous Borel measure (see [Mi2]). Assuming CH, a
Luzin set can be constructed in any perfect Polish space; assuming MA, a c-Luzin
set can be constructed; see [Mi2]. The following result will be used in §2.
1.0. PROPOSITION. Suppose X is a perJect Polish space containing a K-Luzin set L.
Then for every perJect Polish space Y, every perJect P Y, and every U £:: P open in
P, there is a subset oj U which is K-Luzin relative to P.
PROOF. Suppose U ~ P £:: Y, as in the hypothesis. Let C £:: U be the closure of
a basic open set relative to U. As C is itself a perfect Polish space, there is a Borel
isomorphism J: X -+ C which induces a one-one correspondence between the mea
ger subsets of X and those of c.1t is easy to see.that J(L) is K-Luzin in C, and hence
~0~P.

0

Finally, suppose X is a perfect Polish space equipped with a finite continuous
Borel measure {l; a K-Sierpinski set is a set of cardinality :2: K whose intersection
with every {l-measure zero set has cardinality < K.
rr-algebras and rr-ideals. Apart from notions related to Ramsey sets, the main rr
algebras and rr-ideals that will concern us in this paper are given below; we reserve
the definitions of CR, CR o , CR"Il, and CR~ for later sections.
rr-algebras:
!!? = {Lebesgue measurable sets},
Bw = {S: for some open U and some meager M,S = U L1M},
(s) = {S: for each perfect set P there is a perfect Q ~ P such that either Q S
or Q nS = 0}.
rr-ideals:
20 = {Lebesgue measure zero sets},
:K = {meager sets},
(5)0 = {S: for each perfect set P there is a perfect Q ~ P such that Q n S 0},
AFC = {S: for each perfect set P, S n P is meager in P}.

r
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Except for 2' and 2 0, the underlying space for each of these classes can be any
perfect Polish space; while this is also true for 2' and 2'0' replacing Lebesgue mea
sure with an arbitrary finite continuous Borel measure, we do not pursue this here.
Instead, we adopt the convention that "Lebesgue measure" refers either to the usual
Lebesgue measure on [0,1], the product measure on 2"', or the measure on [wJ'"
inherited from 20) (identifying subsets of w with their characteristic functions). The
apparent ambiguity is justified by the fact that the canonical continuous map from
2'" onto [0, 1J is measure preserving; see [Mi2].
Suppose d is a u-algebra over a set X. The hereditary u-ideal for d is the col
lection Ji of sets M ,;: X satisfying
,'vI

E

Ji

if and only if

PU"f)

sl

(where P(M) denotes the power set of M). It is easy to verify that :lo, X, and (s)o
are the hereditary u-ideals for Sf, Bw , and (s), respectively.
The u-ideals Sfo and .'K have the additional property that they are Borel sup
ported, i.e., every member of 2 (of Bw) is the symmetric difference of a Borel set
and a set in Sfo (in Ji:'"). Walsh [WIJ showed that (s) is not Borel-supported.
Associated with any IT-ideal.~ on a set X are the following cardinals (see [Fl]):
add(Ji)
cov(Ji)
non(Ji)

min{lsd'l: d
Ji and Ud ~ Ji},
= min{lsd'l: ,rd' Ji and Ud X},
min{ISI: S X and S ~ Ji}.

Using the fact that there is a category preserving Borel isomorphism between any
two perfect Polish spaces, one can show that the values of add (g), cov(g), and
non (g) do not depend on the choice of underlying space.
The space [w]"'. Because the classes CR and CRo are defined only for the space
of subsets of w, this space will be our main concern. The topology on [wJ'" is that
inherited from the product topology on 2"', identifying subsets of w with their char
acteristic functions. Equivalently, the topology on [wJ'" can be obtained by taking
as basic open sets those sets of the form [F, en, w)J, where F is finite, n > max(F),
and
[F, [n,w)J

{A

E

[wJ"': F

A

F u [n,w) and Ann = F}.

If A,B E [wJ"', we write B ,;:* A if there is a finite set F such that B\F,;: A. We
adopt the notation (A) for the set {BE [wJ"': B';:* A}. A tower in [AJ'" is a se
quence (Aa: IY. < K) of subsets of A such that for all P< IY. < K, A, ,;:* Ap. The
axiom p = c is the assertion that for every collection d ,;: [wJ"' with the proper
ties that
(a) each finite subcollection of .rd' has infinite intersection, and
(b) Idl < c,
there is a set B E [w]''' such that for all A E d, B ,;:* A. Note that towers of length
< c satisfy (a) and (b). Martin's Axiom implies p = c (see [F2J).
A family ,rd' of subsets of [wJ'" is said to be almost disjoint, or a.d., if for all dis
tinet pairs A, BEd, An B is finite; d is called a maximal a.d. family if d is a.d.
and for all infinite B, there is an A Ed for which IB n AI = t{o. A filter is a non
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empty collection :JF [wJw which is upward closed and closed under finite inter
sections; a filter :JF is an ultrafilter if one piece of every partition of w into two
pieces is in:JF. See [F2J, [JJ, and [K1J for more background.
Forcing. Our forcing notation follows [BaJ; see [K2, VIIJ for an introduction
to this subject. We introduce here the forcing notions we will use in this paper.
A set T s: 2<w is a tree if for all SET and all nEw,s InET. [TJ = U E 2"': "In E
w fin E T}. Members of [TJ are called branches of T. T is a perfect tree if every
SET has incomparable extensions in T. For any X 2"', let Tx = U In: f EX}.
(Note that 7 is a tree.) The proof of the following can be found in [JJ or [M].
1.1. PROPOSITION (folklore). T is perfect if and only if [T] is a perfect subset of
2"'; for every perfect set P 2"', there is a perfect tree T 2<w such that P = [TJ;
for all X s: 2W, [TxJ is the topological closure of X.
Sacks forcing is the set of all perfect trees ordered by £; see [BL]. Mathias forc
ing is the set of all pairs (l':A) E [wr'" x [wJ'" such that min(A) > max(F) with
the following ordering: (F, A) < (G, B) iff F G, A s: B, and F\ G s: B; see [Ba, §9J
and [MilJ. Finally, Cohen forcing can be defined to be any partial order whose
Boolean algebra completion is atomless and has a countable dense set; see [J,
p. 542J. Two such orders which concern us here are Fn(w, 2) = {p: p is a finite par
tial function from w to {O, 1}}, and Fn(w, w) = {p: p is a finite partial function from
w into w}. More generally, we write Fn(I,J) = {p: p is a finite partial function from
I to J}. For work in §2, we will need to know that adding a Cohen real forces the
ground model Baire space (W",)M to have strong measure zero. This result was
announced by Laver in [LJ; we present a slightly modified version of an unpub
lished proof of this result due to A. W. Miller [MBJ which the author has kindly
agreed to let us include here. We use the usual metric on WW given by

x

d(x, y)

1/(n

+ 1)

iff

n is least such that x(n) =f:. yen).

We write N(x, e) = {y: d(x, y) < e} for the e-ball about x. We use a modification of
the following definition of strong measure zero, given by:
X E C iff for all h: w -> w there is a g: w -> WW such that X s:
Un N(g(n), l/(h(n) + 1», i.e., such that for all x E X there is an n such that
x Ihen) g(n) Ihen).
(This definition appears in [BC] and in [B].) For 0),°, this definition is equiva
lent to the following-as the reader may easily verify-and more useful for our
purposes.
1.2. DEFINITION. A subset X of WW has strong measure zero iff for all h: w -> w,
there is a g: w -> w<w such that for all x E X there is nEW such that x Ih(n) = g(n).
A real x is a Cohen real over a model M of ZFC* (a sufficiently large fragment
of ZFC) if x = UG where Gis ~-generic over M and ~ is the Cohen order; the
version of the Cohen order that we will use here is ~ = Fn(w, w).
1.3. THEOREM. Suppose x: w -> W is a Cohen real over M. Then M n WW has
strong measure zero in M[x].
PROOF. Write [!l> = {Pn: nEw}. Let h be a [!l>-name for a function from w to (I),
and let k E M n w'" be defined so that for all nEW, there is a qn :s;; Pn such that

qn II- ken) > h(n).
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Let x be a canonical name for the Cohen real x. Let
from w to w <I)) so that
(*)

II-@' Vn E w g(n)

name for a function

+ 1), ... , x(lqnl + ken) -

(:x:(lqni), x{lqnl

Claim. II-@' Vy E M (1 WW 3n y I hen) g(n).
Proof. Suppose not. Let p Pn E flI' and y
Pn II- y t hen)

E

=1=

r II- Vi < h(n).i(lqnl

r II- g(n)

9 be a

M

(1

1).

w(;J be such that

g(n).

+ i) = y(i).

y I h(n),

and we have a contradiction.
0
1.4. COROLLARY. Suppose (~: IY. ::; 0yt) is an wI-stage finite support iteration
ffi
of the Cohen order Fn(w 1 , 2). Then for all ex < W1' M[GwJ
"M[G~J (1 w has

strong measure zero."
PROOF. First note that

M[GwJ f= "M (1 WW has strong measure zero;"
this is because forcing with flI'ffi is the same as forcing with Fn(w x w,2) and hence
with the forcing f1I', as defined in the previous theorem. It follows that for each
ffi
ct. < W1 and each )" ex < l' < Wb M[GyJ f= "M[G~J (1 w has strong measure zero."
Hence, suppose hEM [GWlJ (1 wW; WLOG, assume hEM [GyJ (1 wW, ex < l' < W1'
In M[G:J we obtain a g: w -4 w<w satisfying the property of Definition 1.2; as this
property is absolute, it holds in M[G",,], and we are done.
0

§2. Basic results. In this section, we define the Ramsey sets, algebras and ideals,
discuss a variety of basic results about them and introduce some refinements; some
of the basic results are known but have not appeared in the literature. We also
give a couple of consistency proofs to show that ZFC does not decide which of the
covering numbers of the completely Ramsey ideal and the meager ideal is
this result motivates the introduction of a new cardinal invariant, to be used in the
next section. We conclude with a discussion of bases for AFC sets and a list of
open problems.
2.0. DEFINITION. A set X S [wJ'" is Ramsey (Ramsey null) and we write X E R
(X E Ro) if there is a set A E [w] w such that
either

[A]W S X

or

[AJw (1 X

=0

([AJw (1 X

= 0).

Any set A E [w]OJ satisfying this property is called homogeneous for X. X is uniformly
Ramsey (uniformly Ramsey null) and we write X E UR (X E URo) if for all A E [wJ"',
there is aBE [AJ'" which is homogeneous for X.
Often, results about Ramsey sets carryover to uniformly Ramsey sets (see [Mi2,
p. 217J); this is a useful fact since the uniformly Ramsey sets form an algebra while
the Ramsey sets do not (see below).
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2.1. DEFINITION. Suppose F E [m]<(;), A E [m]W, and max(F) < min(A). Then
[F,A]

=

{B: F:;;;; B:;;;; Fu A and max(F) < min(B\F)}.

Sets of the form [F, A] are called Ellentuck sets, or E-sets.
Note that E-sets [F, A] are either nowhere dense and of measure zero (if A is
coinfinite) or clopen (if A contains an interval En, m».
2.2. DEFINITION. A set X:;;;; [m]'" is completely Ramsey5 (completely Ramsey
null) and we write X E CR (X E CRo) if for each E-set [F, A], there exists aBE [A]'"
such that

(*)

either

[F,B]:;;;;X

or

[F,B]nX

0([F,B]nX

0).

Equivalently (see [B]), for each [F, A] there is a [G, B] such that F :;;;; G and B :;;;; A
and (*) holds for [G,B].
Obviously,
CR:;;;; UR:;;;; Rand

CRo

URo:;;;; R o.

The next proposition shows, among other things, that these inclusions are proper.
2.3. PROPOSITION. (1) URo is an ideal and UR is an algebra.
(2) Ro is not closed under finite unions; hence URo =1= Ro.
(3) CRo is a ([-ideal; CR is a ([-algebra including the Borel sets.
(4) URo is not closed under countable unions; hence CRo =1= URo.
(5) Martin's Axiom implies that the union of < c CR sets is CR, and that
add(CRo) = c.
PROOF OF (1). Clearly UR is closed under complementation. For finite unions,
suppose X, Y E UR and A E [m]"'. Let BE [A]'" be homogeneous for X and let
C E [B]'" be homogeneous for Y. If [B]'" :;;;; X or [C]W :;;;; Y, then [C]'" :;;;; Xu Y;
if not, then [C]'" misses Xu Y. Hence, C is homogeneous for Xu Y. The proof
that URo is an ideal is similar.
0
PROOF OF (2). Let A E [m]'" be coinfinite and let B = m\A. Let {A,,: IX < c} enu
merate [A]"', and let {Ba:: IX < c} enumerate [B]"'. For each IX, pick Co: =1= C~ and
D" =1= D~ so that
{Ca,C~} :;;;; [Aa]"'\[{Cfl:

fJ < a} u
:;;;; [Ba]W\[{Dfl: fJ < a} u

{C p: fJ

{Da,D~}

{Dp:

< a}],

fJ < a}].

Set X {C,,: a < c} and Y = {Da: a < c}. As X avoids [B]'" and Y avoids [A]"',
X and Yare Ramsey null; however Xu Y is not even Ramsey: Given E E [m]"',
WLOG assume IE n AI m. Then for some a, En A = A". Then [E]W r;j; Xu Y
since C~ E [E]"'\(X u Y), and [E]'" n (X u Y) =1= 0 since C" E [E]W n X.
0
PROOF OF (3). This has been proven by several authors; see for example [GP].

o

SIn Morgan's unifying theory of category bases [Mo], ([w]W, {E-sets}) is a Baire, point-meager,
perfect category base; the CRo sets are both singular and meager relative to this base; and the CR sets are
the Balfe sets with respect to this base.
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en,

PROOF OF (4). Note that sets of the form [F,
w)], with F =I- 0, are in UR o.
Let d = {[F, [max(F) + 1, w)]: F =I- 0}. Since each A E [w]W is in [(min(A)},
[min(A) + 1, w)], it follows that Ud = [w] w; hence URo is not closed under count
able unions.
D
PROOF OF (5). Additivity of CR was proven by Silver [Si]; additivity of CRo
has been observed by many people; see for example [F2, 23 Na (ii)].
D
The next proposition shows that CRo is the hereditary ideal for CR.
2.4. PROPOSITION. X E CRo if and only if P(X) <;;: CR.
The following are useful examples of CRo sets.
2.5. PROPOSITION. (1) Every a.d. family is in CR o.
(2) Every filter is in CR o .
(3) For ailK, WI ~ K ~ c, all K-Luzin sets and all K-Sierpinski sets are in CR o.
Clearly, E-sets are perfect in [w]"'. The next proposition shows that there are
perfect sets which contain no E-set; Proposition 2.8 shows that every perfect set
contains such a perfect set. These results are already known (see [B]) but our tech
niques are quite different. We will treat [w]W as a subspace of 2<0 so that we can
add members of [w]W together; the fact that such sums may not always lie in [w]<O
will not interfere with our arguments. Note that for any perfect P <;;: 2<0 and any
DE [w]"', D + P is also perfect.
2.6. PROPOSITION. Given any coinfinite A E [w]W, there is a DE [w]W such that
D + [A] <0 contains no E-set. Hence there is a perfect set in [w]'" containing no E-set.
PROOF. Let D = w\A. Notice that if KED + [A]"', then D <;;: K. Thus, for any
E-set [F,B], let n E D\(max(F) + 1); then since D F u B\{n} E [F,B], it follows
that [F,B] 't D + [A]W. Now (D + [A]"')n[w]"'istherequiredperfectsetin[w]"'.
D
2.7. LEMMA. Every E-set includes a pe~fect set which contains no E-set.
PROOF. Note that for each A E [w]"', the function.it: [A]'" - [w]m·induced by
a bijection from A onto w is a homeomorphism. For any E-set [F,A], define the
function g[F,A): [F,A] - [A]a> by g[F,AJ(C) = C\F. (Our.it and g[F,AJ are essentially
the inverses of the f and g of [GP, Lemma 7].) Observe that.it g[F,A) takes E-sets
to E-sets, and, in particular, relative basic open sets to relative basic open sets
(recall that basic open sets relative to [F, A] are of the form [G,
w)] n [F, A]).
As g[F,A] is open, continuous, and finite-one, preimages of perfect sets are perfect.
Thus, if P is the perfect set of the last proposition, (.it 0 g[F,A])-I(P) is perfect in
[F, A] and contains no E-set.
D
2.8. PROPOSITION. For every perfect P <;;: [w]"', there is a perfect Q <;;: P which
contains no E-set. Moreover, such a Q is CRo.
PROOF. If P contains no E-set, let Q = P; if P does contain an E-set [F, A],
use the previous lemma to obtain Q <;;: [F,A] which contains no E-set. Note that
Q, being Borel, is in CR; since it contains no E-set, Q E CR o.
D
Perfect subsets of [w]'" can be viewed as trees in 2<"'; we now characterize the
E-sets using trees and, as an application, prove a variation of the last proposition
which will be used in the next section.
2.9. DEFINITION. Suppose T <;;: 2<'" is a tree. A node SET n 2 n is called a split
ting node if there are t l , t2 E Tn 2 n + 1 which extend s. The stem of a tree that has

'*

en,
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a splitting node is its splitting node of shortest length. The stem of a tree T is
denoted stem(T).
Consider the following property of trees:
E(T): (a) For each n ~ length(stem(T), either every SET n 2n is a splitting
node or every sET n 2" is extended uniquely in Tn 2"+ 1 by SAO.
(b) T has infinitely many splitting nodes.
We show that the E-sets in [mJ'" correspond canonically to the trees T :;; 2<'"
satisfying E(T). For simplicity, we identify each A E P(m) with its characteristic
function. Let A.= {F E P(m): F is finite}.
Observe that if T is a tree for which E(T) holds, we may obtain an E-set [F, AJ
= [FT,ATJ as follows: Let C be the rightmost branch of T, let F be the stem of
T, and let A = C\F. Now note that [TJ n [mJ'"
[F,A]. We also observe here
that [TJ n A is dense in [T].
Conversely, if [F,A] is an E-set, let T 1(F.A)(see Proposition 1.1). Let m =
min (A). Note that stem(T) = F Im; thus, m is the length of stem(T). We verify that
if n ~ m and n E A, then each sET n 2 n is a splitting node: Each sET n 2 n is the
characteristic function of a finite set G :;; n where F :;; G. Let Dl = G u (A\n) and
Do Dl \ {n}. As n E A, Do In + 1 =1= D1 In + 1 are incomparable extensions of S in
Tn 2"+1. On the other hand, if n ¢: A and for some sET n 2n, sAl E Tn 2n+1, let
DE [F, AJ be such thatD In + 1 = sAl. ThenD(n) = 1, and we have a contradiction.
Finally, note that because A is infinite, T has infinitely many splitting nodes.
In addition, the correspondence described above is one-one and onto: If
T 1(F.Aj, then [FT,ATJ = [F,AJ. Likewise, given a tree T such that E(T) holds,
1(FT,ATI
T.
We now apply trees to construct a variation of the example in Corollary 2.8
that will be used in §3. We begin with a definition.
2.10. DEFINITION. A set X:;; [m]'" is E-nowhere dense if X n [F, A] is nowhere
dense in [F,A] for every E-set [F,A].
2.11. THEOREM. For every perfect set P :;; [m]"', there is a perfect Q :;; P which
is E-nowhere dense; moreover; there is such a Q E 2 0 ,
PROOF. The main insight for the construction-which was observed in [AFP]
is that any open set in 2'" which includes A relativizes to an open set in [m]'" which
is open dense in every E-set.
Suppose P is perfect in [m]'''. Then [Tp] is the closure of P in 2"'. Let P' be a
measure zero perfect subset of [Tp], and let Q-as a subspace of 2m-be a perfect
nowhere dense subset of P'\A. Let W = 2m\Q. We show that Q is E-nowhere dense.
Given an E-set [F, AJ, let T = 1(~~AJ; recall that in 2w , [TJ n A is dense in [T].
Hence, if V V n [F, A] is open in [F, AJ, where V is open in 2"', V n W meets A.
Thus V n W n [T] is a nonempty set open in [TJ which misses Q; it follows that
V n W n [F, A] :;; V is open in [F, A] and misses Q.
D
It will be useful for later work to make a few more distinctions related to
E-sets:
2.12. DEFINITION. A set X :;; [m]W is E-meager if for all E-sets [F,A],X n [F,A]
is meager in [F, A]. X is u-E-nowhere dense if X is a countable union of E-nowhere
dense sets. X is E-thin if X contains no E-set.
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Note that
E-nowhere dense ~ a-E-nowhere dense

~

E-meager

and that
CRa

~

E-thin.

The only other implications are that E-meager implies E-thin and that a-E-nowhere
dense implies CRo. To prove the latter, it suffices to show that every E-nowhere
dense set is CR a . Suppose X is E-nowhere dense and [F, AJ is an E-set. Recall that
any open set contains a basic open set of the form [G, En, co)]; it follows that if U
is open in [F,AJ, there are G::2 F and B s; A such that [G,BJ S; U and [G,BJ n
X = 0. Following Proposition 2.13, we give counterexamples demonstrating that
no other implications hold.
The a-E-nowhere dense sets will be used in the next section to improve upon
results of Brown [BJ and Reclaw [AFP, Theorem 4J concerning Ramsey sets and
(s)o sets. The E-meager sets provide a natural weakening of the notion of always
first category sets; we will discuss AFC sets at greater length at the end of this
section. The next proposition shows that the classes described in the diagrams
above collapse to CRa on closed sets.
2.13. PROPOSITION. If P is a closed subset of [coJ", the following are equivalent:
(1) Pis E-nowhere dense.
(2) Pis a-E-nowhere dense.
(3) P is E-meager.
(4) Pis CRo.
(5) Pis E-thin.
PROOF. From earlier remarks, the following implications hold: (1) ~ (2) ~ (3) ~
(5) and (4) ~ (5). Thus, it suffices to show (5) ~ (4) and (5) ~ (1). We show that each
closed E-thin set is both CRo and E-nowhere dense. Suppose P is closed and E-thin.
Given an E-set [F, AJ, P n [F, AJ being closed either is nowhere dense in [F, A]
or contains a relative open set; but if it contained arelative open set, it would
contain the intersection of a basic open set-of the form [G, BJ-with [F, AJ and
hence would contain an E-set. Tosee P is CRo, note that P E CR (since every Borel
set is in CR); if P E CR\CR o, P must contain an E-set; thus P E CRo.
0
Properties (2)-(5) remain equivalent for F~ sets; it is easy to find an F~ set which
is a-E-nowhere dense but not E-nowhere dense. Properties (4) and (5) remain equiv
alent for Go sets (they are in fact equivalent for all CR sets, hence for all Borel sets;
note that any Bernstein set is E-thin but not CRo). Brown [BJ gives an example
of a dense Go CRo set (this is our set N in Proposition 2.16). In the same paper,
he uses CH to give an example of an AFC set which is not CRo (his set has other
stronger properties as well); since AFC ~ E-meager, we have a proof that, under
CR, E-meager does not imply CRo. I do not know if there is such an example
without CR nor if, under CH, there is a Borel example.
OPEN PROBLEM #1. Assuming CR, is there a Borel example of an E-meager set
which is not in CRo? In ZFC, is there any example at all of an E-meager set not
in CRa?
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a splitting node is its splitting node of shortest length. The stem of a tree T is
denoted stem(T).
Consider the following property of trees:
E(T): (a) For each n ~ length(stem(T)), either every SET n 2" is a splitting
node or every sET n 2" is extended uniquely in Tn 2"+ 1 by SAO.
(b) T has infinitely many splitting nodes.
We show that the E-sets in [w]'" correspond canonically to the trees T £;; 2<'"
satisfying E(T). For simplicity, we identify each A E P(w) with its characteristic
function. Let .1 {F E P(w): F is finite}.
Observe that if T is a tree for which E(T) holds, we may obtain an E-set [F, A]
= [Fr, Ar] as follows: Let C be the rightmost branch of T, let F be the stem of
T, and let A = C\F. Now note that [T] n [w]'" = [F,A]. We also observe here
that [T] n .1 is dense in [T].
Conversely, if [F, A] is an E-set, let T 1[F,Aj (see Proposition 1.1). Let m =
min(A). Note that stem(T) F Im; thus, m is the length of stem(T). We verify that
if n ~ m and n E A, then each sET n 2" is a splitting node: Each sET n 2" is the
characteristic function of a finite set G £;;n where F £;; G. Let Dl = G u (A\n) and
Do Dl \{n}. As n E A, Do In + 1 =1= Dll n + 1 are incomparable extensions of S in
Tn 2" + 1. On the other hand, if n ¢: A and for some sET n 2", SA 1 E Tn 2" + 1, let
D E [F, A] be such that Din + 1 = SA 1. Then D(n) = 1, and we have a contradiction.
Finally, note that because A is infinite, T has infinitely many splitting nodes.
In addition, the correspondence described above is one-one and onto: If
T = 1[F,AI' then [Fr, Ar] [F, A]. Likewise, given a tree T such that E(T) holds,
1[FT,ATJ

T.

We now apply trees to construct a variation of the example in Corollary 2.8
that will be used in §3. We begin with a definition.
2.10. DEFINITION. A set X £;; [w]W is E-nowhere dense if X n [F, A] is nowhere
dense in [F,A] for every E-set [F,A].
2.11. THEOREM. For every perfect set P £;; [w]W, there is a perfect Q £;; P which
is E-nowhere dense; moreover, there is such a Q E .;lQ.
PROOF. The main insight for the construction - which was observed in [AFP]
is that any open set in 2'" which includes .1 relativizes to an open set in [w]'" which
is open dense in every E-set.
Suppose P is perfect in [w]o.>. Then [Tp] is the closure of P in 2"'. Let pi be a
measure zero perfect subset of [Tp], and let Q-as a subspace of 2"'-be a perfect
nowhere dense subset of P \L1. Let W = 2W\Q. We show that Q is E-nowhere dense.
Given an E-set [F, A], let T = 1[F,AI; recall that in 2"', [T] nLl is dense in [T].
Hence, if U V n [F, A] is open in [F, A], where V is open in 2m , V n W meets .1.
Thus V n W n [T] is a nonempty set open in [T] which misses Q; it follows that
V n W n [F,A] £;; U is open in [F,A] and misses Q.
0
It will be useful for later work to make a few more distinctions related to
E-sets:
2.12. DEFINITION. A set X£;;[ w] m is E-meager if for all E-sets [F, A], X n [F, A]
is meager in [F, A]. X is u-E-nowhere dense if X is a countable nnion of E-nowhere
dense sets. X is E-thin if X contains no E-set.
I
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Note that
E-nowhere dense -> a-E-nowhere dense -> E-meager
and that
CRo -> E-thin.
The only other implications are that E-meager implies E-thin and that a-E-nowhere
dense implies CR a . To prove the latter, it suffices to show that every E-nowhere
dense set is CR a . Suppose X is E-nowhere dense and [F, A] is an E-set. Recall that
any open set contains a basic open set of the form [G, En, ro)]; it follows that if U
is open in [F,A], there are G ;2 F and B A such that [G,B] £; U and [G,B] n
X = 0. Following Proposition 2.13, we give counterexamples demonstrating that
no other implications hold.
The a-E-nowhere dense sets will be used in the next section to improve upon
results of Brown [B] and Reclaw [AFP, Theorem 4] concerning Ramsey sets and
(s)o sets. The E-meager sets provide a natural weakening of the notion of always
first category sets; we will discuss AFC sets at greater length at the end of this
section. The next proposition shows that the classes described in the diagrams
above collapse to CRo on closed sets.
2.13. PROPOSITION. If P is a closed subset of [ro]"', the following are equivalent:
(1) Pis E-nowhere dense.
(2) P is (J'~E~nowhere dense.
(3) P is E~meager.
(4) Pis CRo.
(5) Pis E-thin.
PROOF. From earlier remarks, the following implications hold: (1) -> (2) -> (3)->
(5) and (4) -> (5). Thus, it suffices to show (5) -> (4) and (5) -> (1). We show that each
closed E-thin set is both CRo and E-nowhere dense. Suppose P is closed and E-thin.
Given an E-set [F,A], Pn [F,A] being closed either is nowhere dense in [F,A]
or contains a relative open set; but if it contained a relative open set, it would
contain the intersection of a basic open set-of the form [G, BJ-with [F,A] and
hence would contain an E-set. To see Pis CRo, note that P e CR (since every Borel
0
set is in CR); if P e CR\CR o, P must contain an E-set; thus P E CRo.
Properties (2)-(5) remain equivalent for F" sets; it is easy to find an F.:r set which
is a-E-nowhere dense but not E-nowhere dense. Properties (4) and (5) remain equiv
alent for Go sets (they are in fact equivalent for all CR sets, hence for all Borel sets;
note that any Bernstein set is E-thin but not CRo). Brown [B] gives an example
of a dense GIJ CRo set (this is our set N in Proposition 2.16). In the same paper,
he uses CH to give an example of an AFC set which is not CRo (his set has other
stronger properties as well); since AFC -> E-meager, we have a proof that, under
CH, E-meager does not imply CRo. I do not know if there is such an example
without CH nor if, under CH, there is a Borel example.
OPEN PROBLEM #1. Assuming CH, is there a Borel example of an E-meager set
which is not in CRo? In ZFC, is there any example at all of an E-meager set not
in CRo?
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The term 'E-meager' has been used by Brown [BJ to mean "meager with respect
to the Ellentuck topology on [coJ"';" the Ellentuck topology is that obtained by
taking the E-sets as a base. Ellentuck showed (see [BJ) that the sets which are
meager in this topology are precisely the CRo sets. Thus, as our remarks above
indicate, the class we have termed 'E-meager' differs from Brown's.
We now consider a cardinal which will be used as a bound in the next section.
As we mentioned in §O, Reclaw in [AFP, Theorem 4J constructed a set X E (s)o \R
assuming cov($') = c; Brown in [BJ did the same assuming CH; his arguments can
be carried out under the weaker assumption 6 cov(CRo) = c. We wish to improve
these results slightly by weakening the hypothesis to:
cov«(j-END) = c,
where (j-END is the class of (j-E-nowhere dense sets.
The next theorem indicates why the cardinal bounds of Reclaw and Brown need
improvement: ZFC does not decide which of cov($') and cov(CRo) is larger.
2.14. THEOREM. Assuming ZFC is consistent, so is each of the following:
(1) ZFC + cov($') < cov(CR o),
(2) ZFC + cov(CRo) < cov($').
PROOF OF (1). It suffices to produce a model of "COl coV($') < cov(CRo) =
CO2 = c." In a model of GCH, let (!!la: (J. S CO2) be an w2-stage countable support
iteration of the Mathias order; no cardinals are collapsed and c = CO 2 in the exten
sion. Miller [MilJ shows that in this model, cov(ff) COl' To see that "cov(CRo)
= c" also holds in the model, we argue as in [JMSJ nearly verbatim, replacing
the (s)o ideal by CRo. First note that Mathias forcing is isomorphic to the poset !!l
of all E-sets ordered by inclusion; we use the latter order in our iteration. Suppose
(Xa: (J. < ( 1 ) are CRo sets in M[G"'2]. In M[G.",J let fa: !!l-+!!l be defined so
that for each [F, AJ E!!l f~([F, AJ) n X", = 0. Using the w2-cc and a Lowenheim
Skolem type argument, one can find a y < CO2 such that
(f~

I QM[Gyl: < COl) E M[Gy].
(J.

But now the yth Mathias real x y is not in
(J. < COl' we would have:

Ua. <

Wi

X: If it were, then for some
(X

P E Q[y.w21 and some

p II-

Xy E

Xa'

But then let [F,AJ p(y) E QM[G"l, r(y) = f",([F,A]) and r(fJ) = p(fJ) for fJ > y; we
are left with the contradiction that r II- Xy ¢ X".
0
PROOF OF (2). The model is obtained by forcing with an w1 -stage finite support
iteration of the Cohen order starting from a model of MA + -, CH. We first prove
that c-Luzin sets are preserved by such a forcing; our argument is a modification
of an argument suggested to us by Miller and Judah showing that adding one
Cohen real does not destroy a Luzin set.
6The reader is warned not to make the same mistake the author did and suppose that Brown's argu
ments can be carried out under the weaker hypothesis cov(CRo n .:ifo) = c; under this hypothesis, there
is no guarantee that Brown's inductive construction of a set in (s)o\R can be completed.
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Claim. If c = W 2 and there is a c-Luzin set L, then in the model obtained by
forcing with Fn(wl' 2), L continues to be c-Luzin.
Proof of Claim. We show that every set L in the ground model M which has
size c intersection with a meager set X in the extension must contain a ground
model meager set of size c; this will show that such sets L are not c-Luzin, com
pleting the proof.
Let

I IfFor each a <

W2'

X is meager

let x",

E

and

~1'

X

{x",: a <

W2}'

M and p", E Fn(w 1 ,2) be such that
PiX If-

Since IFn(w 1 ,2)1 =
that

Ln

xu;.

there is a condition P and a set A of cardinality
P If-

"x"

W2

such

x,," for all a E A.

Let Y = {XiX: a E A}. Since P If- Y s; X, it follows that p If- Y is meager.
0
Now to prove part (2) of the theorem, we force with an Wt-stage finite-support
iteration <~: 0: ~ w 1 ) of the Cohen order from a model M of MA + ,CH. In
the extension, c = w 2 ; also, by the claim, the extension contains a c-Luzin set. It
follows that cov(.%') = c. It follows from Corollary 1.4 that, in the extension, each
M[Ga ] n [w]'" has strong measure zero relative to the metric induced by WW. In
[B], Brown shows that such strong measure zero sets are in fact CR o. It follows
from the ccc property that
M[GwJ n [w]W

= U M[Ga ] n

[w]"'.

Hence, cov(CRo) = W 1 in this model.
0
The next proposition shows that the hypothesis "cov(aEND) c" is weaker
than either of those used by Reelaw or Brown.
2.15. PROPOSITION. (I) cov(~') ~ cov(a-END).
(2) cov(CRo) ~ cov(a-END).
PROOF. This follows because a-END s;.%' and a-END
CRo.
0
I do not know if there is a model in which ~ can be replaced by < in the above
proposition; however, we show in the next proposition that a-END is a proper
subcollection of .%' n CRo.
2.16. PROPOSITION. There is a Go set X E.%' n CRo which is not E-meager (and
hence not a-END).
PROOF. We expand upon an example given in Brown [B]. Let Eo = E
{2n:
nEW} and 0 0 0 {2n + 1: nEW}. Let En = Eoun and On = Ooun. Let H
Une<o[En]'" U UnEw[On]'" and let N = [w]W\H. As Brown observes, N is CR o'
comeager and of measure 1; note also that N is Go. Let K = {3n: nEw}. The re
quired set is X = [K]W n N; since X is clearly meager and CR o, it suffices to show
that [K]'" n N is a dense Go relative to [K]"'. For each n, let
R~ven

= {A s; K: every x E An (n,w) is even},

R~dd =

{A

S;

K: every x E A n (n,w) is odd};
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each is closed nowhere dense relative to [KJo. But then

[K]ffi n H =

U R~ven u U R~dd
nEW

nEW

is a relative meager F,,; the result follows.
0
OPEN PROBLEM #2. Construct a model of ZFC in which cov(.K) + cov(CRo)
= W1 and cov(a-END) = W 2 = c.
2.17. REMARK. The existence of a set which is a CRo measure 1 dense Gil (like
the set N in the last theorem) implies the following curious fact: Suppose ..I" =1= ,$ E
{20, Jf; CRo}; then there are X E..I" and Y E J such that X u Y [w]"'. The same
fact does not hold if CRo is replaced by (s)o'
We conclude this section with a discussion of AFC sets. Note that the definition
of E-meager sets resembles that of AFC sets in that one tests a set X for mem
bership in the ideal of E-meager sets by intersecting X with each member of a
large class of perfect sets, namely, the E-sets. Proposition 2.11 shows, however, that
the class of E-sets is not adequate to test for membership in AFC since AFC con
tains no perfect set. When is a class of perfect sets adequate? Following the referee's
suggestion, we restrict ourselves to a brief outline of results. We begin with a
definition.
DEf1NITION. Let!!J> denote the class of perfect sets in a perfect Polish space X
and &ll <;: !!J>. We call the set {X: VP E &ll X n P is meager in P} the collection of
&ll-based sets. The set 211 is called a base for AFC if
X

E

AFC

iff

X is an &ll-based set.

The following easily verified facts are suggestive:
1. If there is a Luzin set, the class of all nowhere dense perfect sets is not a base
for AFC.
2. A base for AFC need not be dense in the partial order of all perfect sets
(ordered by <;:). For instance, if X = [0,1] and if &ll {P: P is perfect and P <t
[0, t/2]}, then 211 is a (nondense) base for AFC.
3. The set of all closures of basic open sets together with the class of nowhere
dense perfect sets forms a base for AFC (see [C2]).
LEMMA. Suppose P <;: Q are perfect. Suppose that for all N <;: Q for which N n

P =1= 0, we have that N contains a nonempty set which is open relative to P iff N con
tains a nonempty set which is open relative to Q. Then for all sets X, X n P is no
where dense relative to P iff X n Q is nowhere dense relative to Q.
We will say that if P <;: Q are perfect sets satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma,
then (P, Q) has the nowhere dense property.
PROPOSITION. Suppose &ll is a collection of perfect sets satisfying the following

property:
If P ¢ &ll is perfect, then there is a countable collection {Qn: nEw} <;: .oil such that
(a)
intp(P n Qn) is dense in P;
(b) for each n, (P n Qn, Qn) has the nowhere dense property.
Then &ll is a base for AFC.
PROPOSITION. Assume MA (in fact, assume that there is a cardinal K, WI ~ K ~ c,
such that non(.K) = K and some perfect Polish space contains a K-Luzin set). Suppose
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f!Il is a base for AFC. Then f!Il satisfies the following property:
If P ¢. f!Il is peifect, then there is a countable collection {Qn: nEw} S f!Il such that
(a) Un intp(P n Q) is dense in P;
(b) for each n, intQJP n Qn) "# 0.
SKETCH OF PROOF. Given P ¢. f!Il perfect, use 1.0 to show that

U{intp(P n Q): Q E f!Ilo} is dense in P,
where
f!Ilo

= {Q E f!Il: intp(P n

Q) "# and intQ(P n Q) "# 0}.

o

Let base(AFC) = min{lf!Ill: f!Il is a base for AFC}.
PROPOSITION. cov($") S; cov(AFC) S; base(AFC). Thus, in particular, AFC has
no countable base and, assuming MA, base(AFC) c.
We are left with the following open problems.
OPEN PROBLEM #3. Is it provable in ZFC that base(AFC) = c? If not, what
values can cf(base(AFC)) have? Is base(AFC) regular? Does the value of base(AFC)
depend on the underlying perfect Polish space?
OPEN PROBLEM #4. Is there a model in which the class of nowhere dense per
fect sets is a base for AFC?
OPEN PROBLEM #5. Find necessary and sufficient conditions in ZFC for a sub
class of the perfeQt sets to be a base for AFC.

§3. Some examples. As we mentioned in the Introduction, Brown in [B], using
CH in many cases, showed that for each ideal.7 in:?iJ {20,~(s)o,CRo}, there
is a set X E .7 which is not in any of the three (i-algebras corresponding to the other
three (i-ideals in f?I; and that for every group of three (i-ideals in f?I, there is a set in
their intersection which is not in the (i-algebra corresponding to the fourth (i-ideal
in f?I. Our goal in this section is to eliminate the use of CH in the construction of
many of these examples. As mentioned before, we have been unable to accomplish
this goal for those constructions which involve the existence of a set in (s)o \ CR.
Reclaw [AFP] and Brown [B] give constructions of such sets using various hy
potheses; we will do a similar construction with a set-theoretic hypothesis (namely,
"cov«(i-END) = c," introduced in §2) which is weaker than both of theirs. Although
we have no ZFC construction of such sets, we are able to prove in ZFC alone that
if any set in (s)o\ CR does exist, then this fact is enough to obtain all the other re
lated examples we wish to construct. Thus, we have several results like the following:
ZFC

~

"If (s)o\CR"#

0, then 2On$" n(s}o\CR"# 0."

The various constructions we will do are fairly elementary once certain results
are in place. Hence, we will present the necessary results first and then organize all
the relevant examples into a chart with brief descriptions of the techniques of con
struction. Among these examples are those which show that for any two ideals in
f!JJ, there is a set in their intersection which is not in the (i-algebras corresponding
to the other two ideals in:?iJ. Brown informed the author that he had also observed
this fact, though some of his constructions used CH. One additional feature of the
constructions given in the chart is that they are all of cardinality c; we indicate
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why this is so and mention several other points of interest immediately after our
presentation of the chart.
We begin with several constructions of (s)o sets.
3.0. THEOREM. There is a set in 20 n :K n (s)o n CRo of cardinality c.
For the proof, we need the following lemma which essentially shows that if
Walsh's construction [WI] of an (s}o set of power c is carried out with disjoint
E-sets, the resulting set is in (s)o n CRo.
3.1. LEMMA. Suppose {B,,< a < c} are disjoint Borel sets each of which contains
an E-set. Then there is a set X E (s)o n CRo such that IX n Bal 1 for all a < c.
PROOF OF LEMMA. Let (P,.: a < c) be an enumeration of the perfect sets in
[(0]'" and for each a < c, let [F;.,A.J denote an E-set included in B". Define X =
{xa: a < c} inductively as follows:

x'" E [F""AaJ\U{Ip: IIp n [F;.,A",JI ~

(0,13 < a}.

As in [WI], X E (s)o. To see X E CRo as well, suppose [F, A] is an E-set and 13
is such that [F,AJ = Ip. There are two cases: If [F,AJ has uncountable intersec
tion with some [F;., Aa], then (since the E-sets form a basis for a Tl topology; see
[E]) this intersection includes an E-set which avoids Xa and hence all of X. The
other case is that [F, A J has countable intersection with each [Fa, Aa]. Then [F, A]
misses {xa: a > f3}, and since E-sets can be partitioned into c disjoint pieces, each
an E-set, one such piece misses X entirely.
0
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.0. Apply the lemma with each Bex a subset of a fixed E-set
[G, B], where B is coinfinite (so that [G, B] is meager and of measure zero); the set
X in the conclusion of the lemma is now also meager and of measure zero.
D
The next theorem provides, among other things, an example of an (s}o set which
neither has the property of Baire nor is Lebesgue measurable; this answers an old
problem implicit in Marczewski's original work [Ma2] on (s) and (s)o. Indepen
dently, and with different methods, Walsh [W2] obtained a generalization of the
same result shortly before we obtained ours. Our techniques also generalize, and
so we state and prove Walsh's result in Corollary 3.4. For 3.2-3.4, we fix perfect
Polish spaces X and Y and continuous finite Borel measures Il on X and v on Y.
3.2. THEOREM. (1) There is an (s)o subset of X x Y which meets every fullil x vmeasure set in X x Y.
(2) There is an (s)o subset of X x Y which meets every dense G~ set in X x Y.
To prove the theorem, we need the following lemma:
3.3. LEMMA. Suppose (G",: a < c) is an enumeration of the fullil x v-measure F(J
(dense GJ ) subsets of X x Y. Then there is a set Q = {xa: a < c} £; X such that for
all a, the ath vertical section G~~ of G", is a v-full-measure (dense Go) subset of Y.
PROOF OF LEMMA. Assume that for a < c, xfl (13 < a) have been defined. Since Q",
= {xfl: 13 < a} is not a Il-full-measure (dense GJ ) subset of X, we can apply Fubini's
Theorem (the Ulam-Kuratowski Theorem; see [0]) to obtain x'" ¢ Q", for which
G;a is a v-full-measure (dense Go) subset of Y.
D
PROOF OF (1). We modify the proof of Theorem 5.10 in [Mi2]. Let (q,: a < c)
be an enumeration of the fuUIl x v-measure Fa's in X x Y and Q = {xa: a < c} as
in the lemma. Let (P,.: a < c) be an enumeration of the perfect sets in X x Y. We
inductively pick points Ya E Y so that the set S = {(xa,Ya): a < c} has the required
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properties. Choose y.. so that

y", E G;~\ U{ppa:

fJ <

IX

and Pc? is countable}.

I

I

Such a y.. exists since U{P p": fJ < IX and ppa is countable} < c.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.10 in [Mi2], S E (s)o. As S meets every full p, x v
measure F", S is not p, x v-null. Since S contains no perfect set, it is not p, x v
measurable either.
0
PROOF OF (2). Proceed as in (1), replacing the notions "full p, x v-measure Fa,"
"p, x v-null," and "is p, x v-measurable" with "dense Go," "meager," and "has the
property of Baire," respectively.
0
3.4. COROLLARY. There is an (s)o subset Z s;;;; X x Y which does not have the
property of Baire and which is nonmeasurable with respect to every product measure
fi x V, where fi and are continuous finite Borel measures on X and Y, respectively.
PROOF. Note that there are only c many pairs of finite Borel measures on X and
Y. Thus, in the lemma, if we assume that (G.. : IX < c) is an enumeration of the set

v

{K s;;;; X x Y: K is F" and there exist continuous finite Borel measures
u on X and v on Y such that K has full p, xv-measure}
then a set Q' = {X,.: ct < c} may be obtained so that for each ct, the x.. th vertical
section has full measure with respect to some on Y. Now, if we carry out the con
struction in the proof of 3.2(1), the resulting (s)o set S meets every Fa which has
full measure with respect to some continuous finite Borel product measure and is
therefore nonmeasurable with respect to all such measures.
Next, let T be constructed as in 3.2(2). Then Z = S u T is the required set. 0
3.5. COROLLARY. (1) There is an (s)o subset of [w]W whose intersection with
every measure 1 Fa has cardinality c.
(2) There is an (s)o subset of [w]W whose intersection with every dense Go has
cardinality c.
PROOF. In the proof of 3.2(1), start with an enumeration (G.. : ct < c) of mea
sure 1 Fa's (in 2l1> X 2l1» such that each set is enumerated c times; in building the set
S, make sure that Ya f {yp: fJ < c}. The intersection of S with each measure 1 F..
subset of 2l1> X 2l1> has power c; there is a homeomorphism <p: 2l1> X 2l1> -+ 2l1> such
that <p(S) has the same property in 2'" (see [R, Theorem 15.3.9J). Thus, <p(S) n [w]W
is the required set for part (1). For part (2), use dense Go's instead of measure 1 F,,'s
and a category preserving homeomorphism in place of <po
0
We proceed to several equivalent forms of the statement "(s)o \ CR =I- 0;" these
may be of some assistance in devising a ZFC proof of this statement.
3.6. THEOREM. The following are equivalent:
(1) (s)o\CRo =I- 0.
(2) (s)o\ CR =I- 0.
(3) (s)o\R =I- 0.
(4) There is a dense subclass f1Il of the poset f:1J of perfect sets such that for all
f1Ilo f1Il for which If1Ilol < c, Uf1Ilo /2. [B]W for any BE [w]()).
PROOF. Clearly, (3) -+ (2) -+ (1). We show (1) -+ (3) and (3) ~ (4).
(1) -+ (3): Suppose X E (s)o\ CR() and let [F, A] be such that for all BE [A]"',
X n [F,B] =I- 0. Let Y X n [F,A]. Define the functions fA: [A]'" -+ [w]'" and

v

- - - - ..
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g[F,A]: [F,A] -+ [A]'" as in the proof of Lemma 2.7. We claim that ft(g[F.A)(Y» E
(s)o \R. Given C E [m]"', it's easy to check that (ft 0 g[F.A)-l([C]W) includes an E-set
[F,D]. Thus, if WE Yn[F,D], ft(g[F,AiW»Eft(g[F.A)(Y»)n[C]"", as required.
(3) +-t (4): Assume (3) /\ 1 (4). Let X E (s)o\ R and let fR denote the class of
all perfect sets which miss X; clearly, fR is dense in fff>. By 1(4), there is a class
fRo fR of power <c and a set BE [m]'" for which UfRo [B]"', contradicting
the fact that X meets [B]"'.
For the converse, assume (4) holds and let fR be the dense subclass of {j) given
in (4). As IfRl = c (since perfect sets contain c disjoint perfect subsets), write fR =
{Pc,: ('f. < c}. Let <B,,: ('f. < c) be an enumeration of [m]"'. Obtain X = {x.: ('f. < c}
inductively by picking

X

E

(s)o since for each perfect P, we can find f3 such that P

;2

Pp; and as

IPP n

XI

< c, Pp has a perfect subset which misses X. X ¢ Ro since X meets every [B]"'; thus
X ¢ R (since X contains no perfect set).
0
It follows from the theorem that (2) is equivalent to each of the statements
"(s)o\ DRo =1= 0," "(s)o\ DR =1= 0," and "(s)o\Ro =1= 0."
We now prove (s)o\R =1= 0 assuming that cov(a-END) = c; recall from §2 that
this hypothesis is a natural weakening of those used by Reclaw [AFP] and Brown
[B] to obtain the same result.
3.7. THEOREM. Assume cov(a-END) = c. Then (s)o\R =1= 0.
PROOF. We use criterion (4) from the last theorem. Let fR denote the class of all
a-E-nowhere dense perfect sets; by Theorem 2.11(1), fR is dense in the perfect sets.
Now if fRo S; fR is a subcollection of size < c and UfRo ;2 [F, A], for some [F, A],
we show how to obtain another subcollection fRl S; fR of size < c which covers
[m]"'; since such a collection violates the hypothesis cov(a-END) = c, the proof
will be complete once the collection fRl has been exhibited. Assume each Z E fRo is
a subset of [F,Al Let fRl = {ft(g[P,A](Z»: Z E fRo} (where ft and g[F,A] are defined
as in the proof of the previous theorem). Because ft 0 g[F,A] is onto, UfRl = [m]W;
and because this map preserves E-nowhere denseness, fRl S; fR, and we are done.
We now proceed to a chart which summarizes our constructions of sets which
lie in some of the a-ideals and not in other (i-algebras, as discussed at the begin
ning of this section. We begin by fixing notation for certain sets and functions de
scribed earlier:
Symbol
E

o
lj)A:

[m]'" -+ [A]'"
G

Definition
The set of even numbers
The set of odd numbers
The homeomorphism induced by the increasing enumeration
m -+ A (see Lemma 2.7)
A measure zero dense Ga
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Symbol

N

Definition
A CRo dense Go having measure 1 (see the proof of
Proposition 2.16 or [B])

U

An (s)o set whose intersection with every measure 1 Fa has
cardinality c (see Corollary 3.5(1»

v

An (s)o set whose intersection with every dense Gb has
cardinality c (see Corollary 3.5(2»

W

A member of (s)o\R (see Theorem 3.7)

Note that we have assumed there is a set Win (s)o\R; no hypotheses beyond
ZFC other than this one will be needed to carry out the constructions below. More
over, all examples other than (b), (g), (i), and (0) are constructed in ZFC alone.

Where X lives
(a) X

E

20 11 :K 11 (s)o 11 CRo

Theorem 3.0

(b) X

E

2'0 11 :K 11 (s)o\R

X = IPE(W) v IPo(W)

(c) X

E

2'0 11 :K 11 CRo\(s)

(Brown [B]) X is a Bernstein subset of a
measure zero perfect subset of N

(d) X

E

20 11 (s)o 11 CRo\Bw

X=GI1NI1V

(e) X

E

:K 11 (s)o 11 CRo\2'

X = N 11 U\G

(f) X

E

2'0 11 .X'"\(s) v R

X is a Bernstein subset of [E]W v [O]W

(g) X E 2'0 11 (s)o\Bw v R

X = IPE(W) v IPo(W) v (G 11 V)

(h) X

E

X is a Bernstein subset of G n N

(i)

E:K 11 (s)o\2'

X

(j) X

i

How X is constructed

E

2'011 CRo\Bw v (s)
v R

.X'" 11 CRo\2' v (s)

X = IPE(W) v IPo(W) v (U\ G) .
X is a Bernstein subset of N\G

(k) X E (s)o 11 CRo\2' v Bw

X = N I1{UuV)

(m) X

E

2'o\Bw v (s)v R

(Brown [B]) X is a Bernstein subset of
[E]W v [O]W v G

(n) X

E

.X'"\2' v (s) v R

X is a Bernstein subset of
[E]W v [0]<0 v ([ro] "'\G)

(0) X E (s)o\2' v Bw v R

X= UvVvW

(p) XE CRo\2' v Bwv(s)

(Brown [B]) X is a Bernstein subset of N

(q) X >$ 2' v Bw v (s) v R

X is any Bernstein set
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3.8. REMARKS. (1) In [B], Brown gives CH examples of (b), (d), (e), and (o),
and ZFC examples of (c), (m), and (p). His version of example (n) is actually in
:K\5e v (s) v UR; we have improved this result slightly here. Also, our example (m)
is slightly different from Brown's.
(2) The reader may notice that many of our examples (b, f, g, i, m, n, 0, and q)
are constructed so that they lie outside of R even though we promised only to give
examples lying outside of CR; consequently, some of our constructions are some
what more complicated than they would have been otherwise. For example, in
part (b), if we are content to find a set in 20 1l:K 11 (s)o \CR, fPE(W) suffices. The
main observation which allows us to construct stronger examples (i.e., lying outside
of R) is that the intersection of the set [E]CJJ v [O]CJJ with any [A]W includes a [B]CJJ;
thus if X meets every [C]w for C E [E]ro v [Or, then X must meet every set of
this form, and this fact is often sufficient to establish that X ¢ R. Arguing in a
similar fashion, replacing [E](jJ v [O](jJby the setH of Proposition 2.16, it is possible
to further improve each of these examples X so that both X and its complement
actually meet every E-set.
(3) Another feature of the above examples is that each has cardinality c. This is
clear for example (a) (by Theorem 3.0) and for those sets which are not in (s) 11 CR
(since (s}o 11 CRo contains all sets of cardinality < c). We are left with (d), (e), and
(k); in each of these three cases, the set X includes (or is equal to) the intersec
tion either of U with a measure 1 F~ or of V with a dense Ga, and hence has
cardinality c.
(4) At the request of the referee, we verify one line of the chart: we show that
the construction in line (k) produces the desired set X. Being a subset of U v V,
X E (s}o, and being a subset of N, X E CRo . Note that X meets every measure 1 F".
Given an F" F, since F 11 N has measure 1 (and hence includes a measure 1 F,,),
we have
X

11 F

= (U v V) 11 (F 11 N) #: 0

(in fact, X 11 F has cardinality c). Thus X ¢ 20. Since X E (s}o, X ¢ ::e. A similar
argument shows that X ¢ Bw.
OPEN PROBLEM #6. Is there a ZFC example of a set in (s)o \ CR?
§4. Examples with a Ramsey ultrafilter. Our original plan for this section was to
study examples as in §3 with CRo and CR replaced by CR~ and CR'k where Ott is a
Ramsey ultrafilter (defined below); however, in working with these classes, it seemed
natural to expand the range of examples somewhat. Our motivation for this study
is that CR~ and CR'k are in many ways better behaved that CRo and CR:
(A) CR~ has the ccc property (every collection of subsets of CR'k\CR~ all of
whose pairwise intersections are in CR~ is countable) [Ms, Proposition 1.11], while
CRo does not.
(B) CR'k is Borel-supported, i.e., each X E CR'k is the symmetric difference of
a Borel set and a CR~ set ([Ms, Proposition 1.9]); CR does not have this property
(Proposition 4.0).
Once it is observed that both CRo\CR'k and CR~\CR are nonempty
(Proposition 4.4), it is natural to proceed as in §3 with the jive u-ideals
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{.Po, .Jf';(S)O' CR o, CR~} and their corresponding a-algebras {.P, Bw, (s), CR, CR~}.
Thus, in this section we shall show that for any nonempty subcollection :!It' of
these a-ideals, there is a set in their intersection which is not in the union of the
a-algebras corresponding to the a-ideals lying outside of :!It'.
After proving Proposition 4.0 and stating the basic definitions and facts con
cerning CR~ and CR~, we proceed to several central observations from which all
the required examples can easily be constructed. As in the last section, most of our
examples can be constructed in ZFC alone (although Ramsey ultrafilters cannot be
proven to exist in ZFC [K2], our constructions require only that the filter ol! be
an ultrafilter; Ramsey-ness of tll/ is needed as background to establish that CR~
is a a-algebra including the Borel sets, and that CR~ is a a-ideal [Ms, §1]). Eight
of the other examples are constructed assuming, as in §3, that (s)o \R =1= 0. Fi
nally, there are four "exceptional" examples which we construct assuming Martin's
Axiom; in the remarks following Proposition 4.8, we give a plausibility argument
for why the axiom "(s)o \R =1= 0" is not enough to construct these examples.
Our first proposition asserts that unlike .P and B w , CR is not Borel supported.
Walsh [WI] observed that (s) also lacks this property, and Brown [B] proved the
result for CR assuming CH.
4.0. THEOREM. CR is not Borel-supported.
PROOF. The proof is a modification of a classical proof due to Sierpinski [S];
see also [B]. If the theorem were false, then for each X E CR there would be a
Borel set B such that X AB E CRo; moreover, it follows that if there were a collec
tion 'lJ :;; CR having> c elements, there would be a Borel set B such that for > c
many X in 'lJ, X AB E CRo . Thus, we will be done when we exhibit a collection
'lJ CR of cardinality 2 C such that for all X =1= Y E 'lJ, X AY ¢: CRo . To obtain 'lJ,
let {Aa: a < c} enumerate a maximal a.d. family of subsets of OJ (see §l). Recall that
for each a < c, (Aa) = {B: B :;;* Aa}. Note that for a =1= {J, (Aa) n (Ap) = 0. For
each s: c -;. 2, let

E(s)

U{(Aa): sea) = I},

and let 'lJ {E(s): s E C2}. Each E(s) is in CR since if [F, B] is such that IB n Aal = OJ
for some a for which sea) = 1, [F, B n Aa] :;; (Aa), while if IB n Aal = OJ for some
a for which sea) = 0, [F, B n Aa] n (Aa) = 0; moreover, one of these cases obtains
for each BE [OJ]'" by maximality of the a.d. family. Finally, note that if s is less
than t in the lexicographic ordering of c2, then there is an E-set in E(t)\E(s); hence,
their symmetric difference is not in CRo , and we are done.
0
We come to the definitions of the new concepts of this section.
4.1. DEFINITION. An ultrafilter Ol! is Ramsey if for every infinite partition {An:
n E OJ} of OJ, either there is an n such that An E tll/ or there is B E Ol! such that for
all n, IB n Ani ~ 1. If tll/ is a Ramsey ultrafilter, an E-set [F, A] is called a tll/-E-set
if A E tll/. A set X £ [OJ]'" is said to be completely Ramsey (completely Ramsey null)
relative to tll/, and we write X E CR~ (X E CR~), if for every tll/-E-set [F, A], there
is a Olt-E-set [F, B] :;; [F, A] either contained in or missing (missing) X.
The next proposition collects some important facts about CR~ and CR~; most
of the proofs can be found in [Ms, §1].
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4.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose OU is a Ramsey ultrafilter.
(1) CR'fI is a (J-algebra and CR~ is a (J-ideal.
(2) CR~ is a ccc ideal.
(3) CR!iiI is Borel supported.
(4) CR~ is the hereditary ideal for CR!iiI.
(5) CR~ ~ Ro and CR'fI ~ R.
Notice that part (5) suggests that it ought to be easier to find an example of a
set in (s)o \CR'fI than a set in (s)o\R, but whether such a set exists (in ZFC + "there
is a Ramsey ultrafilter") is still open:
OPEN PROBLEM #7. Is there a proof of "(s)o\CR'Fi =F 0" from ZFC + "there is
a Ramsey ultrafilter"?
One important difference between CRo and CR~ is that all sets of size < care
in CRo, while this need not be the case for CR~, as the next theorem shows. We
need the following notion: If OU is an ultrafilter, a set X ~ OU generates OU if OU is the
unique ultrafilter extending the set X.
4.3. THEOREM. The following statement is independent of ZFC:
(*)

non(CR~)

= c.

In particular, assuming MA, there is a Ramsey ultrafilter OU for which (*) is true; and,
in the iterated Sacks model, there is a Ramsey ultrafilter OU for which (*) fails.
PROOF. To see that (*) is consistent, we use the following two consequences of
MA (see §1 and [Kl, Chapter II]):
(1) p = c
and
(2) Va < c2" = c.
We first observe that:
(3) VXVA[IXI < c and A E [w]'" -+ 3B E [A]W«B) n X
0)].
To see this, simply recall from the proof of 4.0 that an a.d. family of subsets of A
of size c gives rise to a disjoint collection of subsets of [A]W of the form <B).
Now OU is constructed as in the usual CH argument (see [J, §38]) as the upward
closure of a tower over w, using (3) to avoid each set of size < c along the way.
Here are the details: Let <0';,: a < c) be an enumeration of the infinite partitions
of w, and <XI<: a < c) an enumeration of [[w],>1J<c (using (2». Build a tower Ao *2
Al *2'" *2 A", *2'" (a < c) of infinite sets inductively as follows: Ao E [wJw. For
each a, let A" + I ~ A" be an infinite subset of a member of 0';, if A", has infinite in
tersection with a member of 0';,; otherwise obtain Aa+ 1 by thinning out A" so that
it meets each member of 0';, at most once. In either case, use (3) to make sure that
<A",+1) n Xa+l = 0. For limit a, use (1) to obtain Aa; such that A" ~* AJl for all
P< a; by taking an infinite subset if necessary, use (3) to make sure <A,,) n X" =
0. Now let OU {B: 3aB 2 A,,}. As in the usual proof, OU is a Ramsey ultrafilter.
To see that (*) holds for CR~, suppose X" E [[w]"'J<" and suppose [F,A] is a flIt
E-set. Let Pbe such that A 2 AJl' Then
[F,Aa n ApJ ~ <A,,)

[wJ"'\X,.,

as required.
For -'(*), we use the iterated Sacks model; in that model, c

W2'

In [BL],
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Baumgartner and Laver show that each Ramsey ultrafilter in the ground model
can be extended to a Ramsey ultrafilter in the extension, and that all Ramsey ultra
filters in the extension are w1 -generated. Thus, given such an ultrafilter IlIi in the
extension, let Y <;; IlIi be a set of cardinality ~1 which generates 1lIi. We assume Y is
closed under finite intersections; let

X

{FuB:FE[wrWandBEY}.

To see that X ¢ CR~, for each [F, A] with A EIlIi, let B

BE[F,A]nX.

A and BEY; then F u
0

4.4. REMARK. Later on in this section, we will make use of the fact that the
Ramsey ultrafilter IlIi constructed above under the assumption of MA is actually
a p(c)-point,7 i.e., if {Bp: P< K} <;; 1lIi, K < c and for all y < P< K, By <;;* Bp, then
there is a set BE IlIi such that for aU p, B <;;* B{J' To see this, given Bo *2 Bl *2 ...
Bp *2'" (P < K), inductively construct A",p <;;* Bp so that P < y implies rt.{J < rty
(where d
{A,,: rt < c} is defined as in the above proof). Use regularity of c to
obtain BEd such that for all P, B £* A"p; B is the required set.
OPEN PROBLEM #9. Does MA imply that for all Ramsey ultrafilters 1lIi,
non(CR~) = c?
The demanding reader will insist that the results of the last theorem ought to be
consistent with the statement (**) (s)o\CR =1= 0. Since MA implies cov(X) = c, (*)
and (**) are consistent. However, I do not know if (**) holds in the Sacks model,
nor if ,(*) + (**) is consistent at all.
OPEN PROBLEM #10. Assuming ZFC is consistent, is there a model of ZFC in
which there are X, Y, and IlIi such that IlIi is a Ramsey ultrafilter, IXI < c and X ¢
CR~, and Y E (s)o\ CR?
The next proposition collects together a few simple examples; we leave the
proofs to the reader. For each A E [w]W, let .~ be the filter generated by A, that
is, ~ {B £ w: B 2 A}. Note that ~ is perfect and of measure zero.
4.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose rJ!i is a Ramsey ultrafilter.
(1) Each.~ is in CRo n CR~.
(2) For all A E [w]W, [A]W E CR~ if and only if A ¢1lIi. Hence, if A [w]W\IlIi,

any Bernstein subset of [A]W is in CR~\CR.
Notice that (2) implies that if IlIi and ..y are distinct Ramsey ultrafilters, then
both CR~\CR.y and CR-g\CR'if are nonempty. The next proposition provides us
with analogues to the sets Hand N of Proposition 2.16.
4.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose IJ7i is a Ramsey ultrafilter. Then there is a set fI with

the following properties:
(1) fI is meager and has measure zero.
(2) For every IlIi-E-set [G, B], there is C E IlIi n [BJ'" such that [G, C] <;; fI.
(3) There is a set B E [w]W such that fI n [B]W = 0.
PROOF. Pick a coinfinite set A E IlIi and let fI = <A). To verify property (3), let
B=w\A.
0
7Note that this is not generally true of Ramsey ultrafilters under MA: In [So], Solomon shows that
MA + ,CH implies that there is a Ramsey ultrafilter which is not a p(o.>2j-point.
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4.7. REMARKS. (1) Note that the construction of fj depends on our choice of
A; when A is used in the construction, we shall say that fj is built from A.
(2) We define N to be the complement of H. Notice that N E CR~, is a mea
sure 1 dense Go, and is a member of CR \ CR o.
4.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose 0/1 is a Ramsey ultrafilter.
(1) There is a Bernstein set S relative to 0/1 which meets every measure 1 set
in [w]!O.
(2) There is a Bernstein set T relative to IlII which meets every comeager subset
of [w]w.
In addition, such Sand T must meet every set of the form [A]'" for A 0/1.
PROOF. To begin, assume one of the sets S, T has been constructed-call it R.
Suppose A E 0/1: let B c::::; A with IBI = IA \BI and BE 1lII. Then since {C: B c::::; C A}
c::::; IlII is perfect, R meets [A]"'. This proves the last part of the proposition.
We conclude with a proof of (1); (2) is similar. Let {~: a a successor < c}, {K,,: a
a limit < c} be enumerations of the perfect sets lying in 0/1 and the measure 1 Fa's,

respectively. Build S {x,,: a < c} and {y,,: a a successor < c} inductively as fol
lows: For successor a, let x" =I- y" E ~\ {xp, yp: {J < a}. For limit a, pick x" E K" n
1lI1. S is the required set.
D
The next two theorems are concerned with the construction of the four excep
tional examples, mentioned earlier; these appear in the chart below as cases (a2),
(d2), (e2), and (k2). The basic problem· is to find an example of a set in (s)o n
CRo \ CR<ft. Since we know of no methods in ZFC alone to construct a set in
(s)o\ CR<ft, our construction must rely on the set X E (s)o\R, given as hypothesis.
Since X ¢: CR, we need to intersect it with a CRo set which is "large" in the sense
of CR~. The "largest" candidate we know of is 0/1 itself. As we show in the next
proposition, however, it is quite possible that X n 0/1 = 0. Moreover, three of the
four examples must lie in either 20 or .K; to ensure this, it is natural to consider
CPA(X) (using the notation of the last section) in place of X, where A is a coinfinite
member of 0/1; CPA(X) is a meager measure zero member of (s)o\ CR. Again, we
would like to try intersecting with 0/1 to obtain the desired example. But as we show
below, it is consistent that for some 0/1, CPA(X) n o/1E CR~ for any choice of A E 0/1.
In Theorem 4.10, we use MA to show that, with some care, our intuitively moti
vated construction will work; in particular, that there exist 0/1, A, and X for which
CPA(X) n 0/1 ¢: CR<ft.
4.9. THEOREM. Assume Martin's Axiom. Then there exist a Ramsey ultrafilter 0/1
and a set X E (s)o\R such that X n 0/1 = 0, and for all B E IJII, CPB(X) n 0/1 E CR~.
PROOF. Let 0/1 be the Ramsey ultrafilter constructed under MA in Theorem 4.3.
Let (P.: a < c) enumerate the CRo perfect sets and let (A,,: a < c) enumerate [w]!O,
with Ao = w. Build X = {x,,: a < c} inductively so that for each a,
(1) x" E [A,,]"'\ U{Pp: {J < a}, and
(2) for all (J < a, CPAp(X,,) ¢: 0/1.
We obtain x" as follows: For a =0, we let x" be an arbitrary element of the com
plement of 0/1. Now suppose a > 0. Since add(CRo) = c (Proposition 2.3(5», there
is B" E [A,,]'" such that [B,,]'" c::::; [A,,]"'\U{.pp: {J < a}. Build a tower
({J < a)
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in [B,,]"': Let x",o E [B"J'" be such that IPAo(x",o) rt 11Jt. Let x",P+l x",p be such that
IPAp ,(Xa,p+ 1) rt 11Jt. For limit /3, use the fact that p = c to obtain x",p such that x",p E
[B"J"', x",/l
X",y for all }' < /3, and IPAp(X",,/l) ¢ 11Jt. Finally, use "p c" again (if
necessary) to obtain x'" E [B,,]," for which x" £;* x""p for all /3 < (1.. Clearly (1) and
(2) are satisfied, and the construction of X is complete.
Since the CRo perfect sets form a dense suborder of the perfect sets, X E (s)o\ R
(see [BJ). Because of our care in defining Ao and xo, our set X is disjoint from 11Jt.
Finally, given BE °ll, let /3 be such that Ap = B. Since for all (1. > /3, IPAp(X,,) ¢ 11Jt,
IIPAp(X) n I1JtI < c; by the proof of Theorem 4.3 it follows that IPAp(X) n I1Jt E CR~.
[J

The next theorem will be needed for the construction of the four exceptional
examples, (a2), (d2), (e2), and (k2).
4.10. THEOREM. Assume Martin's Axiom. Then there is a Ramsey ultrafilter I1Jt
such that for any A E 11Jt, there is an X E (s)o\R such that IPA(X) n I1Jt ¢ CRtft; more
over, IIPA(X) n I1JtI = c.
PROOF. Let I1Jt be the Ramsey ultrafilter constructed in the proof of Theo
rem 4.3. We begin by making a couple of observations:
Claim L Every perfect set in [roT" includes a CR~ perfect set.
Proof. Suppose P is perfect. If P is already CR~, we're done; if not, then P E
CR tft \ CR~ and hence must contain a I1Jt-E-set [F, A]. But now [F, AJ contains a
CR~ perfect set, namely [F, BJ where B E [AJ '" and B rt 11Jt.
D
Claim 2. add(CR~) = c.
Proof. Suppose {XIX: (1. < K}, K < c, are CRi;' sets. It suffices to consider the col
lection {X,,: (1. < K} where X", = {C\G: C E X" and G E [ro}""'}. Given a I1Jt-E-set
[F, AJ, use the fact that I1Jt is a p(c)-point (Remark 4.4) to obtain a tower

«(1.< K)
in I1Jt such that for all a, A" £; A, and [F, A"J n Xp ~ 0 for all /3 s (1., as follows:
For each (X let A" £; A",+ 1 be such that [F, A,,+lJ n Xa+ 1 0. If (1. is a limit, let A"
E I1Jt be such that A" £;* All> /3 < IX, and [F, Ao;] n X",
0. To see that th~ induc
tion hypothesis is satisfied in this case,Jet /3 < (1. and assume C E [F, A"J nXfJ; then
for some finite set G, C\ G E [F,ApJ nXfJ , which is impossible. Having constructed
the tower, we can reason in a similar way and conclude that there is aBE I1Jt such
that B £; A and [F,BJ n X" = 0 for all (x.
D
With these preliminaries in place, we prove the theorem. Suppose A E 11Jt. Let
(P,.: (1. < c) enumerate the perfect sets in CRo nCRi;'; by Claim 1 and Proposi
tion 28, the P,. are dense in the poset of all perfect sets. Let (A,,: (X < c) be an enu
meration of [AJ"'. Build Y {y",: (J. < c} inductively: Pick y"E [A"J"'\ U{Ip: /3 < a}
and if Aa E; 11Jt, let y" E I1Jt (this is possible by Claim 2). Let X = IP::;:l(y). It is easy to
see that both X and Yare (s)o and that X rt R. Moreover, for any B E 11Jt, if a is such
that A" = An B, then y" E [B]'" n Y n 11Jt; hence IPA(X) n I1Jt ¢ CRtft. The fact that
IIPA(X) n I1JtI = c follows from the proof of Theorem 4.3.
D
In an earlier version· of this paper, we asked whether MA implies that for any
Ramsey ultrafilter au, add(CR~) c. A. Louveau sent us a copy of his paper [Lo]
in which this problem is solved. In particular, his Theorem 3.7 implies that for each
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cardinal K, Wi :s; K :s; c, if a Ramsey ultrafilter 0Jt is not a p(K)-point, then CR~ is
not K-additive.
For our chart of examples, we fix some notation; for readability, we repeat some
of the notation given for the chart of §3 as well.
Definition

Symbol
E

o
CPA: [W]'"

~ [A]'"

The set of even numbers
The set of odd numbers
The homeomorphism induced by the increasing enumeration
w~A

C
D

G
fj
N

N
B

S

T

Oli

U
V

W

A coinfinite set in OIt
A coinfinite set not in Oli
A measure zero dense Gil
A measure zero meager co-CR~ set built from C
(Proposition 4.6)
A measure 1 dense Gil in CRo
A measure 1 dense Gil in CR~
A coinfinite subset of w such that [B]'" £ N (Proposition 4.6,
Remark 4.7)
A Bernstein set relative to Oli which meets every measure 1 set
in [w]'" and meets every set of the form [A]'" for A E Oli
(Proposition 4.8(1»
A Bernstein set relative to Oli which meets every comeager
subset of [w]'" and meets every set of the form [A]'" for A E Oli
(Proposition 4.8(2»
A Ramsey ultrafilter
An (s)o set whose intersection with every measure 1 Fq has
cardinality c
An (s)o set whose intersection with every dense Gil has
cardinality c
A member of (s)o\R

The chart is organized as follows: Including CR~ and CR'It in our analysis gives
us a range of 32 examples; these will be organized by splitting each case from the
chart in §3 in two. Thus, for instance, Case (a) will split into Case (al) (X E 20 n
;7{' n (s)o n CRQ n CR~) and Case (a2) (X E 20 n;7{' n (s)o n CRo \ CRif).
As in §3, the eight examples derived from cases (b), (g), (i), and (0) use the as
sumption that there is a set Win (s)o\R. The four exceptional examples, (a2), (d2),
(e2), and (k2), are built assuming MA; in particular, the sets Oli, C, and W stand for
the Ramsey ultrafilter, the coinfinite element of Oli, and the member of {s)o\R, re
spectively, that were constructed in Theorem 4.10. The remaining 20 examples are
constructed in ZFC alone.
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Where X lives
i

How X is constructed

I

(al) X e !l'o n ,'8' n (s)o n CRo n CR~

As in the proof of Theorem 3.0
starting with [D]'"

(a2) X e !l'onX n(s)onCRo\CROIi

(MA) cpdW) n Olt

i

X = CPD(W)

I

Example (b)

I

i

(bl) X

E

!l'onX n(s)o nCR~\CR

(b2) X e!l'onX n(s)o \CRuCR OIi
(el)

i

X e !l'o n X n CRo n CR~\{s)

X is a Bernstein subset of ii'c

I

(e2) X e!tOnX nCRo\(s)uCROIi

X is a Bernstein subset of fi n Olt

(dl) X e!l'on(s)onCRonCR~\Bw

X

i

(d2) X e!tO n (s)o n CRo\Bw u CROIi

(MA) X = [cpdW)nOlt] u[GnN n V] i

i

(el) X e ,'8' n (s)o n CRo n CR~\!l'

X

(e2) X eX n(s)on CRo\!l' uCROIi

(MA) X

GnNnNnV

NnNnV\G

= [cpC<W)nOlt] u [Nn V\G]

I

(ft)

X e !to n:tl' n CR~\(s) u CR

X is a Bernstein subset of [D]'"

(f2)

X e!tO n ,'8'\(8) u CR uCROIi

I X is a Bernstein subset of [C](()

(gl) X

E

!tOn(s)o;'CR~\BwuCR

(g2) X e !l'on(s)o\BwuCRuCROIi
(hI) X

E !tOnCRonCR~\Bwu(s)

(h2) X e !l'onCRo \Bwu(s)uCROIi

I

X=CPD(W)u(Gn VnN)

X = Tn(Gufi)
X = CPD(W)u(N n V\G)

. (i2)

X eX n(s)o\!l'uCRuCROIi

Example (i)

(1) X eX nCRonCR~\!l'u(s)

X is a Bernstein subset of N n N\ G

(2) X eX nCRo\!l'u(s)uCR OIi

X

n CRo n CR~\!l' u Bw

S n [([ro]ro\G) u fi]

X=NnNn(VuV)

= [cpdW) n olt] u [N n (V u V)]

(k2) X E(s)onCRo\!l'uBwuCROIi

(MA) X

(mI) X e !tOnCR~\Bwu(s)uCR

X is a Bernstein subset of
N n(Gu [B]ro)

(m2) XE!tO\Bwu(s)uCRuCROIi

Example (m)

(nl) X E X nCRif\!l'u(s)uCR

X is a Bernstein subset of
[B]Wu(N\G)

!

I

Xis a Bernstein subset of G n N n N

X eX n(s)onCR~\!l'uCR

E (s)o

I

Example (g)

(il)

(kI) X

I

,

j
I
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(pl) X ECRonCR~\st'uBwu(s)

X is a Bernstein subset of N nN

(p2) X ECRo\st'uB w u(s)uCR'1t

X=SuT

(ql) X

CR~\st' u Bw u (s) u CR

(q2) X ¢st'uB w u(s)uCRuCR'1t
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X is any Bernstein set relative to N
X is any Bernstein set

4.11. REMARKS. (1) Some of the constructions look unpleasant, but even these
are easily shown to have the desired properties. As an example of the "right"
approach to these consider example (d2): Theorem 4.10 tells us that the left half
of the union is in (s)o n CRo\CR'1t; since this left half is a subset of [C]"', it also
has measure zero. The right half is also in 20 n (s)o n CR o; because G n N is a
dense G~, the right half meets every dense G~. Hence, the union lies outside of
both CR'1t and Bw.
(2) Each example has cardinality c: The techniques of §3 can be used to verify
this for all examples other than (a2), (d2), (e2), and (k2); these four are of cardinality
c by Theorem 4.10.
(3) Finally, we remark that because CR'1t R, we have made no attempt to
create examples lying outside of R.
What remains to be done to complete the work on the charts given in §§3 and 4
can be summarized as follows: First, obtain a ZFC example of a set in (s)o\ CR;
such an example guarantees ZFC constructions for each of the 16 cases in §3 and
all but four of the cases in the present section. Next, prove in ZFC + "there is a
Ramsey ultrafilter il/t" (or, if possible, from ZFC alone, like most of the other con
structions) that there is a measure zero meager set in (s)o n CRo\CR'1t; from this
example the other three can also be constructed using the techniques given above.
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